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Instructions for Sewing Surgical Cap for ER Nurses  

If you have come across this pattern and you are not sure how to get your hats to those who need them, go to our 
group Facebook page here:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/231924958190806/ or call Vicky at 204-404-7267. 

 

 

 

Materials and Layout and Cutting Instructions 
• two fat quarters OR ½ yard (.5 M) of fabric, cotton or at least 60% cotton/poly 

blend 
• two 5/8 inch (16 mm) or larger buttons (to hold masks that have elastic that goes 

over the ears) NOTE: we are not making masks, but the nurses have requested these buttons to give 
their ears a break from the elastics that are on some medical masks. 

• thread, sewing machine, iron and ironing board. 

For two Fat Quarters: 
 If possible, pre-wash, dry and iron the fabric. If not, iron on high with steam to pre-shrink. 
 From one fat quarter, cut 4 inches off the 18 inch width for the straps. Cut 2 straps from the 4-inch 

piece (or cut two – 1 7/8 inch strips and then trim to 12 ¼ inches) 
 Fold the remaining piece on the lengthwise grain. You will cut the Hat Band from this piece, but you 

must add a seam allowance where the “cut on fold” line is. (see photo for Fat Quarters) 
 Fold the second fat quarter on the lengthwise grain and cut EITHER the Crown for Long Hair or the 

Crown for Short Hair (2 crowns will be cut) 

Two Fat Quarters      Half Yard Layout 

 

For a Half Yard 
 If possible, pre-wash, dry and iron the fabric. If not, iron on high with steam to pre-shrink. 
  Fold the selvages to the center to create two folds. 
 Place the pieces as in the Half Yard Layout above. NOTE:  you must add a seam allowance where the 

“cut on fold” line is. (see red arrow on left side of photo). 

Full Yard Layout 
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 Cut EITHER the Crown for Long Hair or the Crown for Short Hair on the double layer (2 crowns will be 
cut)  

 Unfold the remaining fabric and cut 2 straps using the pattern piece(or cut two – 1 7/8 inch strips and 
then trim to 12 ¼ inches) 

Other fabric sizes 
 If you have a yard (or meter) of fabric, fold it on the cross grain first and then use the half yard 

layout, BUT don’t add the extra seam allowance on the Hat Band. Instead, place the fold line 
on the cross grain fold. You will get TWO hats cut at once this way. 

 If you have smaller pieces of fabric, you can cut the crown and strap pieces one at a time. Cut 
the number of pieces indicated on the pattern.  

 If your fabric is smaller than the pattern pieces, sew them together before cutting and press 
the seams open. Try to keep the grain directions the same. 

Sewing Instructions 
Here is a link to the video series showing how to pin and sew the cap: 
First video in series:  https://youtu.be/nu9FD8NyvGw  
Entire video series: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKYs3WnV6GMphrNvHc35DGuWzPna34oze  
1. Pin and then baste the pleats in place. (For Long-hair version only) 
2. Pre-press the fold line on the hat band. 
3. Sew one crown to each long edge of the hat band, aligning raw edges and matching notches.  

(Hint: Sew with the curved crown piece against the feed dogs of your sewing machine. This will 
help ease the curved edge against the straighter band.)

 
4. Fold and press the tie end as though you are making bias tape. Fold to enclose the raw edges 

and sew it closed. (Hint: sew with a narrow zig-zag stitch to allow some give in the stitches so 
they won’t break with repeated use.) *Detailed instructions for finishing ties are on next page. 

 
5. Right sides together, fold the band along the fold line at the open edges (it will be opposite to how 

it was pressed). Align the seams that join the band to the crown. (Hint: push the seam allowances 
in opposite directions so they “nest”.) 

https://youtu.be/nu9FD8NyvGw�
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6. Insert the tie ends inside the cap along each fold, aligning the raw edges.

  
7. Sew the bottom edges of the folded band ends closed, leaving the center crown portion open for 

turning the cap. 
8. Turn the cap right side out, allowing the un-sewn seam allowances to turn in. Pull the tie ends 

gently to straighten the corners and press the seam flat. 
9. Top stitch the entire bottom edge, closing the opening and reinforcing the tie ends’ attachment. 
10. Sew the buttons onto the hat band, one on either side of center front at placement marks.  

Additional Instructions for Finishing Tie Ends 

Method 1: 
1. Press ¼ inch on one short edge of each tie end. 
2. Press the tie end in half lengthwise, then open it out again. 
3. Press the long raw edges toward the pressed center fold. 
4. Press in half along the original fold line, enclosing the long raw edges. The pressed short 

edge will also be enclosed.  
5. Starting at the unfinished end, stitch close to the open side using a narrow zig zag stitch. Pivot 

about 1/8 inch from the corner and continue stitching across the short end. Back stitch to 
secure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 2: 
1. Press the tie end in half lengthwise, then open it out again. 
2. Press the long raw edges toward the pressed center fold. 
3. At one short end, fold the original pressed fold the opposite way, so that the long raw edges 

are out. 
4. Stitch across the short end with a ¼ inch seam allowance. Clip the corner slightly at the main 

fold. 
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5. Turn the short seam allowance inward so that the long raw edges are now enclosed. 
6. Press in half along the original fold line. 
7. Starting at the unfinished end, stitch close to the open side using a narrow zig zag stitch. At 

the finished end back stitch to secure. 

 

 

 

 

 

IF YOU DON’T HAVE A PRINTER… 
The grid in the photo is a 1-inch scale. You can recreate the pattern on any paper by drawing a 1-
inch grid on it and then marking points where the pattern lines cross the grid lines. Then connect the 
dots!. OR If you have your own cutting mat with a 1-inch grid, just tape paper that you can see the 
grid through to it and mark the points. Note that  for the Crown for long hair you will need to tape 4 
pieces of 8 ½ x 11 paper together, and for the Hat Band, you will need to tape 2 pieces of 8 ½  x 11 
paper together before you start.  
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